
Thinking of migrating your SAP landscape to Microsoft Azure? 

 

Take advantage of the Realtech SAP to Azure migration review,

to help you understand what is involved and build a robust

business case. 

 

We will review your current SAP systems and provide details for

any SAP prerequisites and recommendations for best practice to

allow a smooth migration to Cloud Infrastructure and outline a

target Azure landscape minimising the risk of business

interruption due to avoidable issues. 
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Our team will undertake a full review of your

current SAP Systems and align this with an Azure

Architecture specific for your SAP, providing a

report detailing the following outputs to support a

successful business case and transition to SAP on

Azure;

Create Azure design and architecture for

customer specific SAP landscape 

Review and confirm relevant Azure sizing 

Backup solution review. 

Azure for SAP High-level Design: 

What is currently setup? Understand business

drivers for DR.

Outline of architecture and configuration to

allow for best DR?

Best practice and recommendations for future

DR with latest Azure options.

Disaster Recovery (DR):  

How to enable and what is required to achieve

HA. 

Why HA is recommended option to include in

final design

Cost estimates for Azure architecture.

High Availability (HA):  Review SAP deployment based on best

practice and reference architecture 

Review SAP versions and readiness for

migration 

Check overall SAP ECC production system

performance and run SAP Technical

Performance Optimisation 

Backup solution review. 

SAP Landscape architecture review:

Based on the reference architectures Azure for

SAP, combined with best practice, design and

recommendations from the Realtech review,

expected operating costs will be prepared

Explanation of key cost options, the case for

RI’s

Estimated costs for Azure:  

Why Azure is best for SAP for your

environment

Options for support and availability

Custom Benefits Outlining:  
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